
stitch   people

Canc� Ribb�s



approximately half of us will be diagnosed with cancer 
at some point during our lifetime. it’s a huge diagnosis 

and can feel very overwhelming.

it can help to stitch out your feelings as a form of
meditation or mindfulness. frame it if it helps keep you 

positive or perhaps burn it as a symbolic gesture
(are you getting the hint, cancer!?!)

if you’re making a gift for someone else, ask them what 
they find inspiring in a cancer-themed cross stitch!
Not everyone likes the term ‘survivor’, but they may
have a different word or phrase that would keep

their spirits high.

we’re all in this together with love.



when making a cancer related cross stitch, you may
want to use the color(s) that corresponds to the

relevant cancer awareness ribbons. 

Below are a list of dmc colors that can be used:

all cancers (lavender): DMC 155
bladder cancer (yellow): DMC 973

brain cancer (grey): DMC 318
Breast Cancer (pink): DMC 3806

carcinoid cancer (Black & white): DMC 310 & B5200
cervical cancer (teal/white) DMC 3848 & B5200

childhood cancer (Gold): DMC 728 or DMC 284Z (metallic)
Colon/colorectal cancer (dark blue): DMC 820

esophageal cancer (periwinkle): DMC 340
gallbladder cancer (green): DMC 701

head & neck cancer (burgundy & ivory): DMC 815 & 746
hodgkins lymphoma (violet): DMC 210

kidney cancer (light Orange): DMC 721
Leiomyosarcoma (Purple): DMC 550

Leukemia (Orange): DMC 946
Liver Cancer (emerald): DMC 909
Lung Cancer (White): DMC B5200

non-hodgkins Lymphoma (Lime): DMC 907
Melanoma (Black): DMC 310

Multiple myeloma (burgundy): DMC 815
ovarian cancer (teal): DMC 3848

pancreatic cancer (purple): DMC 550
prostate cancer (Light blue): DMC 996

sarcoma/bone cancer (yellow): DMC 973
stomach cancer (Periwinkle): DMC 340

testicular cancer (orchid): DMC 554
thyroid cancer (teal/pink/blue): DMC 3848, 3806, & 820

uterine cancer (Peach): DMC 353
in honor of caregivers (Plum): DMC 915



For an uplifting, personal, and useful gift, try a bookmark!
Incorporate a ribbon, a word of encouragement,

And perhaps a smiling portrait of yourself to remind them
That you’re sending them love.

Here are a few other ideas you might like to use, but if none of 
these seem right, ask your recipient what they would like best!

Or perhaps a small necklace pendant, 
lovingly stitched with a message from

The heart, could be just what the
Doctor ordered?
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